Stalin writers wrote manuscripts 'for the desk drawer', like Rybakov and Shatrov; others, including Bek, Dombrovskii and Shalamov, sent their works abroad, only to die long before their works could be published in the USSR; while the most controversial writers, such as Solzhenitsyn, Voinovich and Vladimov, were deported or forced to emigrate.
Since historians were bureaucratically controlled by the Soviet authorities, the role of writers in keeping anti-Stalinist sentiment alive during the post-Khrushchev period can hardly be overestimated, as literature, depending on highly individual skills, was one area in which the party had never been able to exert total control. Some Soviet intellectuals had long been familiar with manuscripts on Stalinism circulating in samizdat or tamizdat works which had become famous in the West in the 1960s and 1970s, such as Solzhenitsyn's The Gulag Archipelago, although they had not been available to a wide audience outside Moscow and Leningrad. 6 It has now become clear that the 'era of stagnation' was one of submerged pluralism, and that the dissidents were simply the tip of the oppositionist iceberg. For this reason, when after Gorbachev's accession anti-Stalin ideas were able to surface again publicly, they found a ready response and exerted a tremendous political impact.
RE-EVALUATION OF STALINISM BEGINS
For the first eighteen months after Gorbachev's appointment in May 1985, the public process of reassessing Stalinism proceeded in a cautious, even conservative manner. 7 One of the first decisions Gorbachev made was to release a film containing a favourable portrait of Stalin, which had been made in the years 1983-4, based on Alexander Chakovskii's novel Victory , as a contribution to the fortieth anniversary celebrations of the end of the war (8 May 1985) .x In his own anniversary speech, Gorbachev praised 'the gigantic work at the front and in the rear ... led by the party ... headed by Iosif Vissarionovich Stalin', and this statement was greeted with prolonged applause.'! Evidently, Gorbachev did not at first wish to risk a period of upheaval by offending the military, the party or a large number of war veterans.
It has not always been acknowledged that, despite Gorbachev's conservative public statements, the question of Stalin and Stalinism was reopened as early as April 1985 by his decision to allow the Party
